Scotts Four Pallet Growing Media Display
Assembly Instructions
Product Parts:
2-Right Posts stamped R
2-Left Posts stamped L
2-Lower Braces 2x4x69”
4-Corner Gussets
2-72” End Panels
2-96” Front & Back Panels
40-Lag Bolts
48-2” Screws
1-T30 Bit
Tools Needed:
Drill W/Phillips bit
Step Ladder

Locate the area where you want the display to stand and clear a place to work.
Step 1: Building the End Assemblies
Select a right and left post. Lay these parallel on a flat surface about 6 feet apart, notches facing up
and at the same ends. Place the 72” end panel across the double notched ends of the posts with the
four vertical cleats facing down. Place the 69” lower brace into the single notches on the other end.
Square up the whole unit. Make sure the top assembly ends are flush with the outside of the post
and bolt in place with lags in predrilled holes. Repeat the process for the other end.
Step 2: Find two assistants
Stand the two end assemblies in the desired location about 8 feet apart. Have one person hold each
unit. Place the step ladder in the middle between two posts. Select one of the 96” panels and place it
in the notches on each post. Make sure the vertical slats face in towards the middle of the display.
Move to one end - make sure it is flush and attach it with 4 lag bolts in the predrilled holes.
Repeat on the other side with the remaining 96” panel.
Step 3: Position the corner gussets into each corner. Square them up and attach with 6 screws in the
predrilled holes.
Step 4: A can of stain and a brush have been provided to touch up shipping & assembly scrapes.
Once the stain dries, attach the signs provided with 2” screws through the grommet holes. Angle the
screws across the edge of the hole to prevent the wind from blowing away your signs. The two identical signs go into the 72” end panels and the two different signs go into the 96” front & back panels.
Your display is ready for placement of four pallets of growing media
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